between or among parties; it is also a function of the respective institutional goals viewed over time and within local ground rules. For example, the actions of the purchasers of medical care—government at federal, state, and local levels; Blue Cross and Blue Shield; more than 1000 commercial insurance carriers—can determine many cost allocation decisions. The many regulatory agencies also exert considerable influence, and their regulations change with great frequency.

Cost allocation must necessarily be directed at assuring the viability of the complex organization in all its parts. If a purchaser or a regulatory agency suddenly decides that it will no longer pay for a segment of the product line, one must either discontinue that segment or, alternatively, reallocate the costs to other segments. This becomes a continuous juggling process, often dictated by expediency rather than by rational approaches. If the priorities change in Washington or in the state house, the medical center must respond. This is just as true in the research and education sectors as it is in the medical care sector, but the latter is the largest component.

How much should be charged to the patient, to the student, to the house officer, to the research fellow, to the community, to the nation for each item of service? How much is each prepared to pay, and through which vehicles of payment? Costs must be allocated in part on the basis of willingness of someone to pay.

In the absence of clear, consistent policy, and in the presence of a myriad of categorically financed activities, the finances of the medical center and its criteria for cost allocation will continue to be chaotic.

Sidney S. Lee
Harvard Medical School,
Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Pain Inhibition

Current Occidental interest in analgesia by acupuncture should be integrated with recent work on the inhibition of pain and temperature perception in humans.

White sound (a random mixture of frequencies ranging from 50 to 45,000 cycles per second) was found to block pain caused by dental drilling or extraction (1). Skin stimulation produced by immersing the opposite hand in water suppressed causalgic hand pain (2). Pain and hyperthermia in the right hand and arm of a man with a left parietal lobe cerebral lesion were reduced and eliminated by stepwise increases of vibration or pressure stimulation applied to the opposite hand (3). This inhibition of pain was later explained by the postulation of a pain gate in the substantia gelatinosa of the spinal cord, a gate which is closed by the predominance of large over small fiber activity in the input to the spinal cord (4). Whether this theory can also be applied to audioanalgesia is yet to be shown. A recent application has been the utilization of electrical stimulation of the posterior columns of the spinal cord for the diminution of intractable pain (5).

Sumner E. Trent
South Central Mental Health Center,
Box 334,
Jamestown, North Dakota 58401
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Solution of UpA Structure

In the interest of historical accuracy we feel obliged to comment on the letter of Rubin, Brennan, and Sundaralingam (28 Apr., p. 355). The statement by their group that their solution of the crystal structure of UpA [uridyl (3',5') adenosine hemihydrate] was complete by the time of the 1971 American Crystallographic Association meeting in Ames, Iowa, is at distinct variance with the remark made by Sundaralingam at that meeting. In his role as session chairman, Sundaralingam stated, in comments following our presentation, that his group was working on the structure, but that they had not as yet managed to solve it.

Nadrian C. Seeman
Joel L. Sussman
Department of Biological Sciences,
Columbia University, New York 10027

Helene M. Berman
Institute for Cancer Research,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19111

Sung-Hou Kim
Department of Biology,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge 02139
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Which of our electronic potentiostats is for you?

A newly expanded line of Wenking Electronic Potentiostats for various electrochemical investigations is now available.

Choose from four basic series: 'fast rise' and/or high output voltage models (with output swing of ±100V), a 'high current' model (output current to ±10 amps); several standard models, and an inexpensive laboratory model for routine requirements. Accessory systems, including a high precision voltmeter and motor potentiometers, are also available.

Which Wenking is for you? Complete literature describing all Wenking models, the world's most widely used electronic potentiostats, is available free on request to help you decide. Just write: Wenking Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Cantiaque Road, Westbury, N.Y. 11590. In Canada write: Brinkmann Instruments (Canada) Ltd., 50 Galaxy Boulevard, Rexdale (Toronto), Ontario.

Wenking Potentiostats

A DIVISION OF

BRINKMANN

---

The Time Machine...

New Heath/Schlumberger Programmable Timer...

Precise, low-cost time measurements. The new SM-102A is a compact, lightweight time-measuring instrument capable of 100 nanosecond resolution (direct count). Both Start and Stop inputs are internally switch-selected to allow for a zero-crossing or TTL-level signal. Although time-interval measurement is its primary function, the SM-102A will also measure period, period average, events, scaled events and frequency ratio.

Excellent sensitivity. The SM-102A will trigger with as little as 100 mV rms input. And the input is protected to ±50 V at DC and 25 V rms at 20 MHz.

Differential input. The true differential input of the SM-102A allows measurement of time interval between signals that do not have a common ground, as well as signals referenced to ground. Front panel binding posts and binding post-to-BNC adapters provide connection flexibility.

Programmable. Standard BCD output and programmability make automatic measurements easy. External control of range and reset is provided, as well as 5 digits of BCD output, over-range flag, and completion flag... a computer can easily program and control the SM-102A. Connect a TTL-compatible digital printer to the back of the SM-102A and recording is automatic.

If you have measurement problems in the anywhere, we have an accurate, low cost solution: the SM-102A... the Time Machine.

Assembled SM-102A, 8 lbs. .................................................. $395.00*


The Heath/Schlumberger frequency machines

If frequency measurement is your problem, we have a solution to that as well. Our SM-105A provides 10 Hz to over 80 MHz range, 5-digit LED readout, 100 MHz input sensitivity and time base sensitivity of ±10 ppm... for only $335*. Our SM-104A frequency counter provides the same range as the SM-105A, but has a research-grade TCXO time base guaranteed stable to 1 part in 10^6 per year and 5-digits of TTL-compatible BCD output... for just $500*.

For high frequency measurement, choose our new SM-114A scaler for only $358*. It extends the range of any 6 MHz, 50 MHz counter to 600 MHz. Prescale factors of 1, 10 & 100 are pushbutton-selected, with the -1 range providing 17 dB of amplification. Input sensitivity is 50 mV rms.

---

*Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
Reprints of the following selected material from Science are for sale to our readers. Numbers in parentheses following the date indicate total number of pages. If you wish to order a reprint that is not included in this list, please contact AAAS.

1) P. H. Abelson, "Death from Heroin," 12 June 1970 (1)
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Please use form to order reprints. Enclose check or money order. Do not send cash.

Prices and Terms: One reprint-$1.00; two to nine reprints-60¢ each.
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Enclosed is $______.
The new Reichert OmU3 Ultramicrotome:
exclusive darkfield alignment permits fast, one-pass positioning.

The new OmU3’s unique darkfield alignment system enables the operator to position the knife in one pass, quickly and positively, without damaging specimen or knife. Its simple operation makes technician training easier, saves sectioning time, and greatly reduces the chance for error.

Another exclusive feature is instant start/stop thermal feed. Sectioning can be stopped and a section removed. Without delay or readjustment, sectioning may be resumed at the originally set thickness. Cutting and recycling speeds are controlled independently. Sections can be cut at slow speeds and recycled at a faster speed. The integral Reflexomat water pump allows filling the knife boat remotely to eliminate interruption of serial sections. For a convincing demonstration of the new Reichert OmU3, contact your American Optical representative and send for our new, detailed booklet.

AMERICAN OPTICAL
CORPORATION
scientific instrument division • buffalo, n.y. 14215

Circle No. 7 on Readers’ Service Card

Through the microscope, the illuminated gap between specimen and knife is seen as a brilliant slit.